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About Australian Industry Group 

The Australian Industry Group (Ai Group) is a peak industry association in Australia which along 

with its affiliates represents the interests of more than 60,000 businesses in an expanding range of 

sectors including: manufacturing; engineering; construction; automotive; food; transport; 

information technology; telecommunications; call centres; labour hire; printing; defence; mining 

equipment and supplies; airlines; and other industries. The businesses which we represent employ 

more than one million people. Ai Group members operate small, medium and large businesses 

across a range of industries. Ai Group is closely affiliated with more than 50 other employer 

groups in Australia alone and directly manages a number of those organisations.  

 

Australian Industry Group contact for this submission 

Louise McGrath, National Manager Business & International Advisory Services              
Ph: 03 9867 0158 
Email: Louise.McGrath@aigroup.asn.au 
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Executive summary 

Ai Group welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the 2015 Review of the Export 

Market Development Grants scheme.  

Australia’s recent experience highlights the importance of export income for economic prosperity. 

We have benefitted from strong demand for a few key resource and energy commodities 

demanded by a handful of countries. As the share of economic activity, the resource sector has 

risen, and with it the vulnerability of the economy. The recent period of below-trend growth in 

GDP and slowing employment owes to a slowdown in mining-related investment and weaker 

business demand more generally. This experience highlight that we must diversify our sources of 

economic growth. The central structural challenge facing the economy is to transition away from 

resource-led growth toward broader growth, which will led to a more resilient and stable 

economy.  

Government programs like the Export Market Development Grant scheme have a vital role to play 

in encouraging small and medium-sized businesses to export new products and services and to 

develop new markets. Helping these businesses overcome the barriers to export market 

development is an effective and targeted way to build new sources of competitive strength for 

Australia.  

Ai Group believes this review is timely and provides the opportunity to refine the program to 

make it more effective in lifting exports by small and medium-sized businesses. The declining take-

up of the program in recent years also indicates that changes are needed to make the EMDG less 

costly to access and to modernise its eligibility rules so it can build on its important contribution to 

the development of export markets for Australian businesses. 

This submission makes recommendations based on member feedback around how the program 

could be more effectively administered and how eligibility could be widened so more businesses 

could benefit from the scheme. Our member feedback indicates the program is both highly valued 

by those companies who use it and very effective in overcoming the formidable barriers to 

exporting. Our recommendations set out ways to build on a successful program which Ai Group 

believes should continue. They are summarized in the next section. 
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Summary of Recommendations  

Based on member feedback, Ai Group believes the following changes should be made to the 

EMDG scheme: 

 That the application process be simpler and that applicants have the ability to clarify questions 

more readily with Austrade staff during the application process, rather than have to engage 

expensive consultants. Applicants should be guided by Austrade if their applications are 

unsuccessful so they are able to amend and resubmit.  

 The rate paid on export earnings test should be lifted especially towards the later years, given 

the scheme has been undersubscribed in recent years. We would also recommend the daily 

per diem of $300 for travel expenses be lifted given many exporters incur charges well above 

this rate. 

 New owners clearly represent a new strategy, and so the applicants should be allowed to reset 

their claims to zero and access another eight. 

 Allow the $15,000 of spending required for eligibility for the initial application to the EMDG 

scheme to be spent over three years, rather than two.  

 The panel should examine the range of ways businesses can market and pay for these 

expenses given changes in digital technology. The types of the eligible marketing expenses 

should be updated to reflect these new ways and the scope for eligible payments be 

sufficiently wide enough so future advances in technology will remain eligible. 

 The cost of the cross cultural training courses should be included as a claimable expense under 

the EMDG rules given the clear correlation the clear correlation these skills have with export 

success.  

 Pay claimants an additional 3% on top of their claim in compensation of staff oncosts for those 

staff who develop export markets. 

 More widely publicise that joint ventures, be they formal or informal ventures between 

businesses, are able to apply as a group for the EMDG scheme.  

 Allow first year claimants to claim for New Zealand marketing expenses.  
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Challenges and opportunities facing exporters 

As a small open economy, Australia’s economic performance has traditionally relied heavily on 

export income. Years of deregulation and embracing the multilateral trade system, together with 

the rise of low labour cost manufacturing in the Asian region means Australia has had to shift 

towards exports that take advantage of our comparative advantages, including a highly-educated 

workforce, strong economic and legal frameworks, and physical assets.  

Australia has developed competitive strength in international markets in mining, education 

services as well as high-value add manufacturing exports such as food and wine, medical 

equipment and technology, and pharmaceuticals. We have also developed service exports such 

professional and financial services, and manufacturing products and services associated with 

mining technology. 

But in recent years, many of these products have struggled to compete in large part owing to the 

strength of Australia’s three major exports, iron ore, coal and natural gas. Demand for these 

exports driven by the industralisation of economies throughout Asia, though most notably China, 

pushed prices higher for these key commodities spurring an unprecedented level of investment in 

new resource projects throughout Australia. The resource boom generate demand throughout the 

economy leading to higher input costs, especially for labour, which crimped Australia’s 

competitiveness.  

The relative strength of Australia’s economy in recent years compared to other advanced 

economies that were struggling to emerge from the global financial crisis meant Australia’s 

currency appreciated strongly against most major currencies (Chart 1). This further hampered 

Australia’s international export competitiveness at a time when global demand outside of the 

resources was soft. Many Australian exporters outside the resources sector have faced significant 

difficulties since 2008. 

Chart 1 – Australian Dollar against a basket of currencies 

 

http://www.rba.gov.au/chart-pack/exchange-rates.html
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More recently, the economy has faltered as the investment in new mines slows. The most recent 

data showed that the Australian economy continued to drift at a below-trend pace over 2014 as it 

did in the previous two years (Chart 2). The most recent GDP figures, for the December quarter 

2014, showed GDP expanded by just 0.5% in the quarter and by 2.5% over the year in inflation-

adjusted terms. This was the ninth consecutive quarter when annual growth clocked below the 

Reserve Bank of Australia’s estimate of long-run potential growth.  

Mining output and export earnings remain a key driver of growth. Net exports contributed 0.7% 

points growth in the quarter in volume terms, meaning that without exports - which grew by 7.2% 

over the year in volume terms- then there would have been a contraction in activity in the 

quarter.  

Chart 2 – Australia’s GDP 

 

Source: ABS  

While export volumes have been strong, export values have been dampened by weaker bulk 

commodity prices. The RBA Index of Commodity Prices has shown slowing since 2011, although 

these prices are still historically high. The prices of rural commodities, however, have been 

steadily rising through the period.  

The recent experience of falling prices for the country’s three largest exports by volume (which 

account for around 40% of total exports) highlight the vulnerability of the economy to a few 

exports. Table 1 shows just how important these commodities have become as a share of 

Australia’s export earners while other traditional areas of earnings like education, tourism and 

manufacturing exports have languished. The weakness in these export earners has in large part 

owed to the strong Australian dollar over the period, which reduced the competitiveness of 

Australia’s exports. However, the recent depreciation in the Australian dollar, both against the 

$US and the trade-weighted-index, has sparked improved sentiment in this area. The most recent 

Ai Group Performance of Manufacturing Index for February reported that export orders have 

strengthened among Australia’s manufacturers in recent months since the depreciation.  
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Chart 3 – Australia’s RBA Commodity Price Index 

 

            Source: RBA 

Table 1 – Australia’s top 25 exports 

 

Sources: DFAT and ABS 
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Looking ahead  

Following the years of challenging conditions for exporters outside of the resources sector, there 

are signs that conditions are improving. The Australian Industry Group’s Business Prospects CEO 

Survey found that of around 352 CEOs from across manufacturing, construction, services and 

mining services, that almost half (49%) of CEOs are also expecting their export income to rise in 

2015, compared to 11% that are anticipating a decline. This likely reflects the combination of 

expected growth in export volumes, as well as the rise in the value of sales in Australian dollars, 

due the stronger depreciation in the Australian dollar in 2014 and the potential for further drops 

in 2015. 

A similar survey conducted in February by Efic, Australia’s export finance agency, of 859 SMEs 

found they generally feeling more optimistic about international sales, with 38% expecting an 

increase over the next twelve months, up from 36% in February 2014. Stronger overseas demand 

and improved sales strategies were reported as the reasons for SME exporters feeling optimistic 

about the year ahead, with 45% of respondents citing these as the main reason for an expectation 

of increased international sales.  

Exporting is also becoming a larger part of SMEs’ broader business strategies, with the proportion 

of revenue attributed to export sales reaching 15%, an increase of 21% since the beginning of 

2014. SME exporters also felt that growth in export costs will slow over the next 12 months.  

China remained the most important export market among the respondents with 26 per cent citing 

it as the main market. India has also emerged as a key export market, with 11% of respondents 

citing it as the most important market for them, the highest percentage since the index started at 

the beginning of 2014.  

A 2014 Australia's International Business Survey conducted by Austrade, the Export Council of 

Australia, the Export Finance and Insurance Corporation (Efic) and the University of Sydney is the 

largest survey of Australian exporters in many years. The survey of 1,600 Australian businesses 

across industries who are operating in more than 120 overseas markets gives several interest 

statistics.  

The survey found the median respondent earns 10 to 25% of total revenues from overseas with 

more than 70% of participants earning at least 10% of their revenues from outside Australia over 

the past 12 months. About 73% report that their international operations are either as profitable 

as their Australian operations, or more so.  

The most striking figure was that more than 80% report plans to expand internationally over the 

next two years, with more than 74% looking to expand to two or more countries (Chart 4). China 

and the United States are both the top two current markets and future markets (Chart 5). 

The survey also highlighted the main challenge for businesses entering new markets was the local 

culture. Almost 60% of businesses reported this issue.  

Similar results were reported in a 2011 survey undertaken by Australian Industry Group together 

with Asialink of 380 businesses to understand their leaders’ views on the factors that most 

support success in Asia. The results make it clear that the higher the proportion of senior leaders 
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who have cultural training, speak an Asian language or have lived and worked in Asia for more 

than three months, the more likely business performance will exceed expectations (Figure 5). The 

opposite is also true. The survey respondents also nominated individual and organisational 

capabilities, including partnerships and networks, cultural and management understanding, and 

legal and tax knowledge, as important to business success in and with Asia 

Chart 4 – Number of new markets targeted in the next two years 

 
Source: Australia's International Business Survey, 2014 

 
Chart 5 – Current and new markets  

 
Source: Australia's International Business Survey, 2014  
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Chart 6 – Major challenges facing businesses entering new markets 

 

 
Source: Australia's International Business Survey, 2014 
 

Chart 7 – Australian business leaders with Asia  
experience and business performance in Asia 

  
Source: Engaging Asia: Getting it right for Australian business, Australian Industry Group/Asialink, 2011  
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Recent performance of the Export Market Development 

Grants Scheme 

The EMDG scheme is designed to encourage small and medium-sized Australian businesses to 

develop export markets through providing incentives for marketing. Applicants are reimbursed up 

to 50% of eligible export promotion expenses above $5,000 provided that the total expenses are 

at least $15,000 per year. Currently, first-time applicants may have spent the $15,000 over two 

years on eligible export marketing expenses.  

Legislative changes to the eligibility criteria made by Trade Minister Andrew Robb in 2014 widened 

the eligibility of the program and were welcome by Ai Group. Minister Robb’s changes mean now 

each applicant to claim up to eight grants, which was lifted from seven claims. Minister Robb also 

introduced a reduction in the threshold of total marketing expenses for the scheme from $20,000 

to $15,000. 

Under the current terms, nine categories of marketing expenses can currently be claimed under 

the scheme which are: 

 Overseas representatives who act on your behalf on a long-term basis to market/promote 

a product; 

 Marketing consultants who act at arm’s length to export market research or marketing 

activities; 

 Marketing visits including the cost of travel overseas and per diems, which is set at $300. 

 Communications such as email and phone calls; 

 Providing free samples of products 

 Trade fairs, seminars, in-store promotions; 

 Promotional literature and advertising such as brochures, videos and DVDs.  

Recent performance of the scheme 

Data from Austrade indicates that in recent years fewer and fewer businesses have been accessing 

the scheme. Data from Austrade’s annual report shows that the number of grants and total value 

of these grants has fallen each year since 2009-10, with a cumulative fall in in the number of 

grants of 47.7% over the period to just 2,445 in 2013-14 and 42% fall in value of grants to $113.6 

million over this period (Table 2).  

The number of first-time grant applicants has halved since 2008-09 and the number of applicants 

from rural and regional areas has grants has fallen by 55% since 2008 (Table 4). This picture is 

stark when the number of employees of the businesses accessing the grant is considered, having 

fallen from 131,575 in 2008-09 to 59,227 in 2012-13. 
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Table 2 - Payments to EMDG recipients, 2009–10 to 2013–14  

  
2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Variance 2012–13 
to 2013–14 (%) 

Total grant 
recipients 

4675.00 4306.00 2993.00 2757.00 2,445(a) –11.3 

Value of 
grants 
($ million) 

198.10 143.10 125.60 120.40 113.6(b) –5.6 

Source: Austrade Annual Report  
 

    
 

Table 3 - Profile of EMDG applicants and recipients, by grant year, 2008–09 to 
2012–13 

 
Source: Austrade Annual Report  
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One notable feature of the program is the number of businesses who require the help of 

consultants to prepare their applications (Table 4). On average, these consultants take a fee of 

10% of the grant paid.  

Table 4 – Percentage of claims prepared by consultants  

 

Source: Austrade 
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Ai Group Member feedback and recommended changes 

Some of the challenges related to export competitiveness are likely to explain some of the fall in 

the number of applicants to the scheme since 2008. We also welcome the expansion of the 

scheme by Minister Andrew Robb in 2014 which increased the claim limit from seven to eight, 

which supported long-term exporters in what is a challenging international environment. 

But feedback from Ai Group members indicates that the conditions around eligibility together with 

complexity around applying for the program are stopping businesses from applying for the 

program. This section steps through the issues raised by our members and our recommendations 

for changing the program.  

Complexity around application process 

Ai Group and our members understand that government grants applications will involve some 

paperwork. But clear feedback from members that need to simplify the process and remove the 

need for applicants to have to use expensive consultants to access the scheme.  

“We haven’t used EMDG for over a decade, likely more. Back then it was so complex that we used 

a consultant to compile the paperwork (sad waste of resources). No-one has considered the grants 

since then, as we have added nations, hired many more staff based overseas (in sales & marketing 

roles) and driven export growth around 30% year after year.” 

One pharmaceuticals manufacturer 

“To be honest most of the companies I deal with mention that the paperwork involved is not worth 

the time and energy for the return. I would counter this with saying that they can utilise 

consultants to do it on their behalf but I think many organisations are just not prepared to put in 

the resources (ie. cash and staff’s time) to doing the follow up.” 

Export Adviser 

Ai Group recommendation:  

 That the application process be simpler and that applicants have the ability to clarify 

questions more readily with Austrade staff during the application process, rather than have 

to engage expensive consultants. Applicants should be guided by Austrade if their 

applications are unsuccessful so they are able to amend and resubmit.  

 

Complexity around payment  

Ai Group members view the application process and payments as confusing, and the lack of 

transparency over potential payments deters applicants from applying. The current scheme pays 

50% of expenses incurred in excess of $5,000 provided that the total is above $15,000 (so the 

rebate is a minimum of $5000). After that, rebates are paid on a sliding scale from year three 

when 40% of export earnings are rebated, which slides to just 5% by year seven. Many companies 

find it not worth their while to claim at these payment rates especially those businesses that have 

complex products which take several years for entry into markets. Given the program has been 
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undersubscribed in recent years, Ai Group believes scope exists to lift the payment rates especially 

in the later years. We would also recommend the daily per diem of $300 for travel expenses be 

lifted given many exporters incur charges well above this rate.  

 

“We have already used two [grants] and frankly it is just not worth the mounds of paper work. Last 

time I got it, they capped everyone out at like $75,000 and I did not receive my full amount I 

applied for!” 

Another pharmaceutical manufacturer 

 

“Credit the dollars in such a way so we don’t pay tax on it. Honestly for a $60,000 refund, I then 

end up paying back $20,000 in tax. So my net benefit may only be $40K. Last year I paid a 

consultant to help with our application and after paying tax of 30% and the consultant $25,000 in 

preparation, it was only a net benefit for us of $15,000. 

Food manufacturer 

Ai Group recommendation:  

 Increase the payment rate for the export earnings test especially in the final years of the 

program where it falls to 5%. We would also recommend the daily per diem of $300 for 

travel expenses be lifted given many exporters incur charges well above this rate. 

Opportunities for grant re-entry 

Ai Group believes that a change of ownership of a business should reset the grants available for 

that business back to the maximum allowable. Clearly, a change in management represents a 

change in strategy, and so such business should be able to receive incentives to explore new 

markets or new products. 

“We have not used EMDG funds as the previous owners of our product had fully taken up the 

quota of grants. If there could be any change made, it should be to acknowledge that a product 

purchased out of liquidation, and resurrected, is of genuine export value and should be supported, 

with a fresh quota of EMDG grants.” 

Health services 

I think the EMDG is really good the biggest issue I have with it is the export earnings test. 

I bought the XXX in 2009 and they had already made a few claims and I wasn't aware of it until I 

went to claim and they said I am claiming based on claim 3 and will have export earnings test for 

lower percentage. It means it’s much harder to claim as the grant is the lower of a percentage of 

export earnings versus 50% of export costs spent. 

I think they should: 

- For new business owners the grant years start back at year 1. 
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- Get rid of export earnings test, there is always a lag from when you spend the export $ to 

when you start getting revenue so to support business and give them confidence to invest 

don't penalise against export earnings. 

Beauty products manufacturer 

Ai Group recommendation:  

 New owners clearly represent a new strategy, and so the applicants should be allowed to 

reset their claims to zero and access another eight.  

Small business and two-year rule 

Enabling small businesses should be a key improvement to the EMDG grant program. Many 

businesses find they are unable to spend the $15,000 over two years, especially those exploring 

innovative and cheaper digital strategies such as social media and AdWords rather than trade 

shows to market their products overseas. Consequently there is a strong case for enabling the 

initial $15,000 to be spread over three years, and the threshold reduced.  

This amount should be extended to at least three years.  

“A number of members have expressed their opinion that the two year initial claim could be 

relaxed to three. This would especially help the micro/small end of the market where they develop 

websites and marketing programs over time. Of course these are generally developed for local 

consumption first but the argument would be that a website is viewable worldwide and may open 

international opportunities that are then followed up by the client.” 

Food manufacturer 

“For companies with less than $25 million turnover… there should be no cap on claims. I’m only at 

two so far so I’ve got another six years, but I’d like to see a lot more manufacturers access the 

system who are small and agile.” 

Food manufacturer 

Ai Group recommendation:  

 Allow the $15,000 of spending required to be eligible for initial application for the EMDG 

program to be spent over three years, rather than two.  

The digital economy and changes in payments 

Advances in technology have had a significant impact on how marketing now takes place and how 

marketing is paid for. 

There is enough uncertainty in the current eligibility criteria over payments and types of marketing 

spending that is eligible for the current EMDG scheme that deters potential applicants from 

applying. For example, can expenses associated with social media strategy be eligible? Can 

marketing expenses paid for in foreign currencies be eligible? Is Bitcoin, which has status with the 

Australian Taxation Office, an acceptable currency for marketing expenses to be settled in? 
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Also, we are looking at new categories, especially for online marketing. “I have a number of clients 

using online marketing as their primary export mechanism. Some are quite small operations but 

many large businesses seem to be working on developing their online export strategies as a way of 

maximising their financial return. There seems to be an increased understanding that many 

exporters are not maximising their potential margins.”  

Export Adviser 

“A couple of clients use digital currencies and networks like Bartercard, Smart Traders and BBX as a 

means of entering markets. I have actually done this myself as have some of my clients in the 

Bartercard network. These networks charge a transactional fee. Clarification of the clients ability to 

claim this fee would be an advantage.  

Also the use of digital/alternative currencies to purchase marketing materials, design web spaces 

and the like needs to be “ruled on”. The ATO has a ruling (IT2668) that states that “trade dollars 

are assessable and deductable just like the AUD and that 1 trade dollar equals 1 AUD for income 

tax purposes”. If I spend $10K in bartercard trade dollars on a website design can it be claimed 

under EMDG?  The EMDG guys did not know the answer when I asked them.” 

Export Adviser 

Ai Group recommendation:  

 The panel should examine the range of ways businesses can market and pay for these 

expenses given changes in digital technology. The types of the eligible marketing expenses 

should be updated to reflect these new ways and be the scope for eligible payments be 

sufficiently wide enough so future advances in technology will remain eligible.  

Cross cultural training  

Cross cultural challenges are cited as the largest barrier facing exporters entering new markets. 

Data from the Australian Industry Group together with Asialink survey was cited earlier in this 

submission highlighting the clear correlation between cultural understanding and export success. 

Consequently, Ai Group believes that including the cost of cross cultural communication training 

for staff should be including as an eligible expense in the EMDG program. This could be capped at 

an appropriate level, for example $25,000, based on the cost of the training courses.  

Ai Group recommendation:  

 The cost of the cross cultural training courses should be included as a claimable expense 

under the EMDG rules given the clear correlation the clear correlation these skills have with 

export success.  

Greater assistance for Export Market Development  

Many Ai Group members asked for the cost of employing dedicated export staff to be claimable 

under the EMDG eligible expenses. This would, however, contravene World Trade Organisation 

rules although on-costs of employment in general can be claimed. Ai Group believes that a flat 3% 

mark-up on the total grant paid would be an effective way of contributing toward the cost of staff 
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time spent on exporting. This would replace the current 3% markup that is currently paid on top of 

grants for communications costs, which have greatly reduced in recent years with technology.  

“Last year though we let our “on the ground in Asia” guy go and returned to our previous strategy 

of having someone here in the office conducting the Export representative role. The reasons why is 

that for commodities, having someone on the ground makes sense, but for our model and for the 

emerging model in manufacturing, flexibility and adaptability are key. 

We have to have someone integrated with R&D, as we don’t just grow by off the shelf products. 

Ours are usually designed for customers in those segments, with packaging and product designed 

bespoke. So the issue we created for a couple of years is stagnant growth with a guy on the ground 

overseas.   

So I’d like to see an Australian representative get the funding 50/50 who’s only role is export 

development. That would be more effective for us. However, the difficulty with that is that I see 

potentially an area where companies can take advantage of that, so there would have to be some 

proof in place like at least 5 trips per year outside the country and only 1-2 overseas reps claimable. 

Food manufacturer 

“A lot of the companies we deal with are also using a current staff member (often an accounts 

person) to handle inbound enquiries and they are not adequately equipped to ask the right 

questions or develop the business in International markets. I think that allocating some funding 

within EMDG to have a private export consultant (to create an export plan, conduct market 

research and undertake market development trips – for example, set funding that is not means 

tested and that the companies can rely on to engage the consultant) would be of benefit.  

Export Adviser 

Ai Group recommendation: 

 Pay claimants an additional 3% on top of their claim in compensation of staff oncosts for 

those staff who develop export markets.  

 

Encouraging joint ventures to apply  

Under the current rules the EMDG scheme allows joint ventures to claim expenses as a group 

without affecting their individual eligibility. That is, “any group of small to medium sized Australian 

based businesses who have cooperated or collaborated may apply for Austrade Approved Joint 

Venture status where the group is in pursuit of a specific export activity, project or purpose”. Ai 

Group believes that collaboration among businesses especially supply chain businesses is 

particularly worthwhile so this type of claim should be more widely publicised.  

Ai Group recommendation: 

 More widely publicise that joint ventures, be they formal or informal ventures between 

businesses, are able to apply as a group for the EMDG scheme.  

Allowing New Zealand to be an eligible country 
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One building products manufacturer asked that EMDG grants be applicable for New Zealand. This 

is an export market where many small companies first begin exporting to before leading to other 

markets and for this reason should be encouraged.  

Ai Group recommendation: 

 Allow first year claimants to claim for New Zealand marketing expenses.  
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